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CHAPTER I 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

The intent of the present paper is to investigate the role of 

motor processes in the control of speech production. Given a simple 

unit of analysis, attention can be focused and complicated phenomena 

become describable as lawful compounds. Therefore, the present study 

attempts to focus on 11 speech motor a.ctivity'' as a unit of analysis. 

It is realized, of course, that speech production and control can 

involve a tremendous number of such uni ts and a tremendous number of 

complex interactions between these various uni ts. However such a 

comprehensive evaluation is beyond the scope of the present paper. 

'.thus, it is hoped that the boundaries describing the II speech motor 

activitytt unit will be cl~r enough to isolate the present analysis at 

this level. 

Briefly, the present evaluation of the role of motor control was 

performed as follows. Experimental sets (instructions) were used to . 
manipulate speaking conditions so that variations in speech motor 

activity could be observed. Predictions as to expected motor responses 

were generated and evaluated against the experimental results. Pre-

dictions were based on two general theoretical perspectives: (1) 

Oramn:atical~Lexical based models, and (2) Spatial-Target based models. 

A problem concerning the attempt to isolate only those aspects of 
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of the speech process involved 'With motor activity should be noted. 

Response time is the dependent variable for the experimental manipula

tions. If intrusions from other control units impinge on motor func~ 

tioning, and if this effect is not constant and uniform, then 

distortion of response time can occur. Any distortion in response time 

would most likely nake clear-cut evaluation of the speech motor hypo.. 

theses impossible. An example of impingement on motor functioning is 

given by Weiss (1964). Weiss observed that the rate of speech of a 

person's repetition of sounds, as in stutteringJl can be "the ex.act 

syllabic speed of his nonrepeti tive (free-flowing) speech ..•• A faster 

or slower rate indicates that the individual has become aware of his 

repeating and is attempting to correct it" (p. 20). 'Ihus, awareness 

appears to be indicative of some unit of speech processing impinging 

on motor unit c ont:r ol. 

To control possible intrusions, instructional sets were instituted. 

In a pilot study, subjects were instructed not to correct speech errors 

and not to pause while speaking. '!hen the subjects were gi van diffi

cult phrases (tongue twisters) to repeat. The results indicated that 

intrusions were eliminated in approxinately half the subjects. In the 

present study stronger and more precise admonitions against intrusi ans 

were given in an attempt to achieve total elimination of the intrusions. 

As a cheek on the success of the instructional sets in eliminating 

intrusions, an "intrusion checklist" was devised which catalogued 

ev:i.dence of (a) speech .error correctingJl (b) rate ar response changes, 

and (c) any other miscellaneous farms of intrusion. 



HistOI'y and Description of Speeula tions as to 

the Nature of Motcr Control in 

Speech Production 
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The first rrajor theoretical concern about the mture of central 

and peripheral speech control processes was shown by- I.ashley (1951). 

Is.shley was concerned with hot1 pe(l)le produce smooth, temporally 

OI'dered sequences of sounds. He concluded that "elements of a sentence 

are readied or partially activated before the order is imposed upon 

them in expression" (Lashley, 1951, p. 535'). 'lb.is idea is still con

sidered aecura te today-. As to the II selective" mechanism by which the 

various sounds, wcrds, or utterances are picked out and ordered, 

Lashley- ad.mi tted that he had no answer. 

It has been in search of this answer that subsequent research has 

continued where Lashley st(l)ped. 'Die earliest theories and models of 

speech production stemming from I.ashley•s work were based primarily on 

observable gramma ti.cal-lexical perforrrances. (Hereafter, this will be 

referred to as the Ch-anmatical-Lex:ical perspective.) 'lhese observa

tions resulted in thecries that rested strongly on the idea of struc

ture and crgan:i.zation..-that is, rule-governed behavior. As this 

p~speetive develq>edll 1 t became necessary to define hypotheses about 

what the rules rrd.gh t be governing. Thus the ida9. of invariant lin.. 

guistic uni ts ( such as the phoneme, the syllable, and the word) 

became important. 

Fer example, the concept of the phoneme is very useful in the 

study' of language as behavior. As MacNeilage (1970, p. 182) points 

out: 



'Ihe content of every known language can be described 
(with good, though not perfect interobserver agree
ment) as being made up of a finite and rel.a tively 
smll number of phonemes. Furthermore, the nain 
fea tu.res of the srund pattern of a given language 
can be economically described by laws of combinations 
of its phonemes. In addition, the construction of 
the alphabet is predicated on the assumption that a 
language consists of combinations of a limited 
number of distinctive sound uni ts of phoneme sizeo 
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However, all this information is mostly observational, not experimental. 

'lb.erefare, it was felt that if the experimental behavioral reality of 

invariant uni ts could be established, then the assumption of speech 

control being a function of "rule-governed permutations of a finite 

set of invariant unit comrrandsn (MlcNe:tlage, 1970) wc:uld definitely be 

supported (this is not to say that other theories cc:uld not also 

derive support from these findings). The above assumption also pre-

supposes that any lack of invariance between a speech motor response 

and a linguistic comm9.nd is due to "noise11 in the system. 

'!"here is direct evidence far the behavioral reality of the phoneme 

(Liberman, 1957; and Liberman, Cocper, Shankwe:l..ler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 

1967). There is also evidence far the behavicral reality of the 

syllable, the ward, and other linguistic features (MacKay, 1972L 

Supported by this evidence, many Grammatical-Lexical models of speech 

production such as Libernan et aL (1967); Hockett (1967); Fromkin 

(1971); and Maciay (1972) have recently been develcpedo Some of these 

models are based on behavioral data collected by observing speech 

errors (generally defined as "unintentional linguistic innovaticns11 or 

"involuntary deviations in performance from the speaker's current 

phonological:,, granma ti cal, or lexical intention" [Fromkin, 1971, pp o 

28-227'). Other models are based primarily on examinations of the 
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physiological possibilities and constraints of the vocal apparatus. 

Both views turn out to be relatively similar and both find support 

within their respective fields (Fromkin, 1971., Liberman et al., 1967) o 

There are many differing c:pinions as to the specific speech con~ 

trol functions of 5Peech moto:c 8.ctivity; however, there is fairly good 

agreement as to the general control functionso 'The general agreement 

is that speech processing proceeds (a) in accordance with abstract 

hierarehiacal rule structures, (b) by means of parallel articul0-motar 

c:perations on subphonem:tc features of a given phoneme, and (c) in 

relation to the prior as well as the present configuration of the 

articula tary system (Id.berman et al., 1967; lltl.c!ay, 1972). 'Ihe parallel 

subphonemic feature processing results in efficient speech production 

that allows articulators to perform at a reasombly high speed. The 

parallel processing interacting with the merged effects of past and 

present instructions on the configuration of the articulatory system 

results in temporal and spatial overlaps of the component parts. 'lhese 

overlaps produce a very complex relationship between phonemic specifi

cations and articulatory movements. In spite of this complexity, the 

relationship is felt to be predictable and invariant far the most parto 

HCYNever, sane variability between phonemic specifications and articu~ 

la tary movements in the form of inefficiency or no.i se woo.ld not be out 

of the questi ono 

?ttcNeilage (1970) discusses experimental investigstions which 

have attempted to support the foregoing conclusions by demonstrating 

that the electromyographic (EMG) carrel.ates of the phoneme are in... 

variant to a significant extento He concludes that the studies supp art 

this concept of invariance to some extentj al though mare often than not 
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"ubiquity of variability'' rather than invariance has been demonstrated. 

A m9.jar criticism of the Clramma.tical-Lexical perspective has been 

offered by MacNeilage (1970). 'Ihe criticism is in the farm of an 

argumentJJ namely that the basic question in speech production theory 

should be, 11 How do articulators come as close to reqching the same 

position as they do" (p. 184)? MacNeilage points out that theorists 

who accept the priority of the assumption of discrete invariant units 

(Gramma.tical~Lexical theorists) necessarily ask the incarrect ques.. 

tion..=why do articulators not always reach the same position for a 

given phoneme (p. 184)? Thus, they attribute 

apparently contradictory peripheral variability 
to inefficiency or 1no.i.se 1 in the executive 
mechanism, rather than to the q;>eration of 
important control mechanisms (p. 184). 

'Ihe above criticism of the Gra:mnatical-Lexical perspective has 

become the point of departure for a new trend in s'b.ldying speech pro.. 

d:uction control, mmely the Spatial-Target perspective. Target 

theories attempt to explain what Qramma. tieal-Lexical theories attempt 

to ignore, namely how variability of muscular responses can occur and 

yet still produce invariant vocal responses. 'Ihe central belief is 

that the speech production process is not an inefficient response to 

invariant central signals, but is 11 an elegantly controlled variability 

of response to the denend far a relatively constant end11 (M!lcNeilageJJ 

1972L Basic: to this belief are the concepts of motor equivalence, 

space,..coordina. te systems, and spatial targets. Speech production 

arigina tes with the reception by a space=coardina te system of infarne-

ti on concerning the utterance required. 'lhis systemJJ which controls 

the vocal motar tractJJ then converts the information into one or more 
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spatial target specifications. 'lhis process results in denands on the 

motor system control mechanism to generate movement ccmnmnd patterns 

which, in turnj allow the articulators to rooch the specified target or 

targets. 

Speculations as to the overall mechanics of spatial target control 

have centered on neur 0-electrcphysi ological explam ti ons (MacNeilage, 

1970, Sussmm, 1972L Specifically.11 investigators have hypothesized 

that neuro-locps control the speech motor production process. Of con-

cern in the present paper are four neuro..electrcphysiological hypothe

sesg (1) an cpen locp controls the targets, ( 2) a closed loq, controls 

the targets, ( 3) a dual cpen locp-closed locp cpera tion controls the 

targetsj (4) a dual closed locp-closed locp cpera tion controls the 

targets. Before discussing these four hypotheses, sane definitions are 

presented. 

An cpen locp system is defined as follows (Mysak, 1966, p. 6) g 

Open loq, systems describe devices which carry out 
a series of q,era tions in a certain prescribed 
rranner and which do not possess the potential for 
changing their q,era ti ons in instances where the 
reBUl ts are not those desired. Time-cpera ted 
traffic lights and timing mechanisms in various 
home appliances serve as good illustrations of 
this type of autonatic controL 

A closed locp system is defined as follows (Mysak.11 1966, p. 6) g 

Closed locp systems are different from cpen loap 
systems imsmuch as they are error sensitives error 
measuring, self-adjusting, gool-directed mechanisms. 
'lhese systems cpera te to control ti1e nachine of 
which they are a part. '!hey feed back into the 
nachine inf arms tion pertaining to its perforne.nce 
and, thereby, effect autorre tic corrections when... 
ever error;..perform:i.nce signals are received. 
Familiar mechanisms of this type include home 
heating, water heating, and refrigerator thermo
stats. 
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An cpen locp-closed locp system is defined si~ly as an cpen locp 

system cpera ting in conjunction with a closed locp system to control 

two different aspects of the same cpera ti on. An illustration would be 

the com.bin.a tion of a time-cpera ted traffic light and pressure cpera ted 

rood switches that recycle the green light to the desired traffic lane. 

A closed loep-closed locp system is defined as one closed locp 

system cpera ting in conjunction with a second closed locp system to 

control two different aspects of the same cpera tion. An illustration 

woo.ld be a parking lot gate. Upon entering the lotjl a coin in the 

machine will raise the gate, and after driving through the entrance a 

pressure device on the lot will indicate the car is through the 

entrance and will lower the gate. 

'lbe Oeen Lo~ H:ypothesis 

The cpen locp hypothesis indicates that the motor system control 

mechanism might not have to wait far infarna tion to actually rooch a 

previously specified location befare being able to control the next 

movement apprcpria tely. In other words, it is likely that the cpen 

locp control mechanism preprograms movement command patterns a number 

of uni ts (phonemes) a.hood of their utilization as muscle contractions. 

One way of characterizing cpen locp control is to state that it is 

particularly well equipped to handle rapid speech production. 

No direct beh.av:taral ar neurological evidence of cpen locp control 

of speech has as yet been demortstra ted. However, there is some 

suggestive data indicating the possibility of cpen locp control. An 

unpublished experiment by M9.cNeilage.11 Krones, and Hanson (in M9.cNeilage, 

1970) has demonstrated a significant positive correlation between the 
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veloei ty of q;,ening the jaw far a sound and the velocity of its closing 

after termination of the sound. The experiment has also demonstrated a 

significant positive carrela tion between the velocity of jaw openings 

and the rraximum amount of a jaw opening. M9cNeilage (1970) feels that 

these findings can be interpreted in terms of "a single open loq;, 

dynamic control process" (p. 192). (It should be noted ttiat Sussrran 

[J.97'fl uses this same experiment to support the existence of closed 

locp control.) Weiss (1964) has found that in norrrel ~eech, the 

speeker inhales the exact necessary amrunt of breath so that he neither 

runs out of breath nor is left With an excess of breath when pronounc

ing the sentence length he intends to speak. Weiss has also found that 

the first notes of a person's speech melody indicate the length of the 

coming sentence or phrase. Both of these phenomena are examples of 

preprogrammed (as q;,posed to self-adjusting) cpera tion and thus rray be 

interpreted in terms of cpen loq;, control. Finally, Fromkin (1971) 

notes that studies of errors in speech show that the distance between 

the initiation of a possible syllabic-substitution error and the actual 

substi. tu ti on does not generally exceed seven syllables Ce. g., phi-so

lo..phy for phi-lo..so-phy). Since the short-term memory span of rran is 

approx:i.rretely seven uni ts (Miller, 1956), one might assume that if cpen 

loop control exists preprogramming would run about seven uni ts (pho.. 

names or s;rllables) per generated command pattern. 'lhus, a speech 

production s;rstem in which units of speech were always displaced 

w.t thin seven uni ts from their initiation would be coneistent with an 

cpen loq;, control explanation. 

The question nCM is why should cpen loq;, control be the best 

and/or only means of controlling 51>eech production. M9cNeilage (1970, 
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p. 190) feels the answer is that "the speech motor mechanism appears 

••• to be very favorably equipped for suoh a mode of opera t1 on". To 

make this point clear, :t>hcNeilage compares speech to tennis. He notes 

that a tennis player is able to anticipate, to some extent, the posi

tion of his target (the ball). However, "In speech.11 anticipation of 

targets can extend mch further into the .future than in tennis" 

(p. 190). Also, he notes that whereas in tennis the targets are 

extrinsic and dependent on an extrinsic response ( the im.media tely 

previous response of the opponent), in speech the targets are intrinsic 

and "have a fixed spatial relation to the structures to which the 

muscles, themselves, are mechanically coupled" (p. 190). 

In cri tieism of the open loop hypothesis, M!lcNeilage (1970) notes 

that aey unit (a phoneme) can be preceded by any number of other uni ts 

(any l of 20 other phon.emes) each msking unique mechanical demnds on 

any articulator involved in the unit-to-unit transition. To account 

f111r all possible phonological combinations (remembering context and 

stress patterns are involved) storage and availability of over l00,000 

control q>era tions would be needed. In M9cNeilage 1s opinion, 11 i t 

becomes obvious that open loc:p control of this system ffiecause it must 

preprogram the control operations7 would require the storage and 
. ~ . 

availability' to the motor system of an enormous amount of ! priori 

inforrr.a ti ontt (p. 190). 

'.I.be Closed 103> H;mothesis 

The closed locp hypothesis indica tea that closed loop (feedback) 

control circuits could constantly sample the mechanical sia te of an 

articul.atcr and adjust mot<r c<>mm!!nds to fit previous locations and 
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states of the articulator to target specifications. 'lhis type of 

closed loq;, is a ''difference" feedback loq;,. The output is matched to 

the input9 and speech production is not continued until the difference 

between the output and the input is minimized to the proper criteria. 

One way of characterizing closed loq;, control is to state that it is 

particularly well equipped to handle accurate speech production. 

There is some fairly direct behavioral and neurological evidence 

of the existence of closed loq;, s ( Sussrren, 1972; M9.cNeilage, 1970). 

Sussman (1972) has found closed loq:, feedback mechanisms within the 

tongue and other parts of the speech muscula tu.re that are capable of 

keeping higher order neural centers constantly aware of the spatial 

posi t:ton, the direction of movement9 and the rate of movement of the 

articulators. In addition, Sussman (1972, p. 264) reports a study in 

which the gam.rra-efferent nerve fibers innervating the muscle spindles 

of the jaw were selectively anesthetized. The movement records showed 

gross loss of' fine positional control.? a consistent reduction in jaw 

velocity and acceleration, and a significantly altered pattern of jaw 

movements. 'lhese findings were taken as stressing the importance of 

normally q:,era tive muscle-spindle receptors if finely coordinated and 

precise neuromotor control of the speech musculature is to take place. 

MlcNeilage (1970.9 p. 191) reports two studies which give evidence 

suggesting that gamma motor loq;>s can be brought under voluntary con... 

trol by human subjects. Also, Weiss (1964) reports the indigenous 

savage pq;,ulations of Africa and Australia, if asked to repcrt on it, 

can indicate fairly precisely the position of their tongue.9 mouth, 

pharynx, and so forth during ongoing articulation. 

Why ::hould closed loq;, control be the best and/or only means of 



controlling speech production? MacNeilage (1970, p. 192) feels that 

the answer is: 

because of the enormous amount of !, pri ari inf ar~ 
nation the brain appears to require far open loop 
control, and because of the considerable indirect 
neurophysiological evidence that possibilities 
far closed loop control exist. 
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In criticism of the closed loop hypothesis, MacNeilage (1970, p. 192) 

states that "al though there appears to be closed locp control of some 

aspects of initiation of i:peech, it is not kncwn at present whether 

closed loop control operates within utterances". He also points out 

that studies using anesthetics, while having sh own deteri ara ti on in the 

quality of speech, have not ruled out the possibility that some, if not 

all, of the deterioration might be due to gross changes in the function-

al balances of neural activity. 

The Cpen Locp-Closed Locp Hypothesis 

The open loop-closed loop hypothesis indicates that the apen loop 

component emits preprogrammed context-independent commands far articu

la tars to reach certain positions, and that the closed loep component 

constantly moni tars and adjusts the commands as necessary. 'Ihere is 

no direct behavioral ar neurological evidence far the existence of an 

open loop-closed loop control mechanism. However 11 since arguments and 

supp art far both open locp control and closed locp control have been 

rendered (al though not decisively in either' s fa.var), this could mean 

that the non-decisiveness is due to the fact that the two loops are 

both present and working together in some fashion. Given the possi-

bili ty of open loop-closed loq, control, one way of characterizing 

this control would be to state that it would be particularly well 



equipped to compromise between rapid and accurate speech production. 

'lhe Closed Loop-Cl.osed Loop HZI?othesis 

The closed locp-closed locp hypothesis indicates that a dual 

system of closed locp feedback control ovf!r speech production is 
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cpf!ra ting. One locp could control initial gross articula tar placement 

and coardina ti.on (possibly by means of the alpha system). 'lhe second 

locp could take over from the first locp and control the mare precise 

placement and coardina ti.on of the articula tars (possibly by means of 

the gaillill9. system). 

The reason far speculating on dual controls far closed locp feed

back is that it appears mare consistent with the neurological evidence 

knam today. Far example, J.hcNeilage (1970, p. 191) in reff!rring to 

negative evidence of single closed loq> control, points out that gamma 

control of runni_:1g speech requires a difff!rent set of commands being 

issued about every 70 millisecs. He notes, "such rapidly varying 

phasic control has not in the past been associated with the gaillITS 

system". Controlling initial gross movement commands by the alpha 

system might take some of the time pressure off the gaITma system and 

thf!reby allow it to control the precise movements of speech as SusSIIY:ln 

(1971) indicates it does. Also, as was noted earlif!r, studies using 

anesthetics demonstrated that precise motar control of speech was 

in:q;:,aired while gross motar control retrained apf!rable ( Sussman, 1972). 

Again, this could imply two closed loq, feedback systems--one gross, 

one precise. Finally, one of the charactf!ristics of stuttf!ring ar 

cluttering speech behavior is the idling phenomenon (Weiss, 1964). .An 

uttf!rance is initiated and then 11 idlesn er repeats itself as in 
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stl.ttering. Weiss (1964, p. 19) says that this idling phenomenon is 

the same as spe9.king with out having access to wards. 'lb.is phenomenon 

could 69.sily be explained by the closed loq,-closed loq, hypothesis as 

follows. The gross closed loq, control is q,erative ca.using the idling 

while more precise closed loq, control is tempora.lly unable to take 

over)} thus causing the lack of "word fuel11 o Alternatively, this idling 

phenomena would seem to be very difficult to explain by the single 

closed loq, control hypothesis or the single q,en loq, control hypo

thesis, 

In summary., the foregoing hypotheses were intended to speculate 

only on speech motor control activity. It is readily acknowledged that 

given a bread enrugh scq;,e, any aspect of the speech production system 

can be described as either an q,en or closed loq, or both. Hapefully 

by sticking closely to a motor control unit level of analysis, the 

distinctions between the various leaps can remain meaningful. Along 

the same lines, it is possible to attribute 0pen a.nd/ar closed leap 

functioning to the Qrarnmg ti.cal-Lexical model; it indeed displays 

characteristics of both concepts and any differentiation nay only be in 

the eye of the beholder. However., the Gramnatical-Lexical model is 

unique in that it prq,oses an invariant relationship between input to 

the speech motor production process and the output in the farm of 

motor movement and, in addition:, prcposes no flexibility for the execu-

tion of this reL':1tionship. On the other hand., the target models 

prq;,ose that input and output have an invariant relationship and that 

there is flexibility in the means of producing this relationship (either 

by variable methods of preprogramming movements and/or by in...process 

modifications). 
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A summary of the five speech control hypotheses is presented in 

'!able I. 

TABLE I 

A SUMMA.RY OF 'IlIE sPEECH CON'llWL HYPO'IlIESES 

Hypothesis 

Gra m.rra ti ca 1-Lexi ca 1 

Open Locp 

Closed Locp 

Open Locp-Closed 
Lood 

Closed Locp~Closed 
Locp 

Control Characteristics 

Invariant relationship between 
phonemic specifications and 
articulatory movements. 
Parallel processing of sub.. 
ph onem:i. c f ea tur es. 

Preprogramming of several 
speech uni ts at a time. 

In-process feedback. Input 
and output must reach a 
critical snall difference 
before speech can continue. 

Preprogramming of several 
speech uni ts at a timeo In
process feedback. Input and 
output must reach a critical 
snall difference before speech 
can continueo 

In-process feedback. 
Difference criteria for first 
locp fairly sizeable. Differ
ence criteria for second locp 
fairly sna 11. 

Possible Function 

Rapid and accurate 
speech 

Rapid speech 

Accurate speech 

C anpr omi se a s 
needed between 
fast and accurate 
speech 

Smooth accurate 
speech 



CHAPTER II 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The Basis for Ma.king Predictions when the 

Dependent Variable is Speech 

Response Ti.me 

The purpose of the present smdy is to test the validity of the 

five speech control hypotheses which are summarized in Table I on page 

15. 'Dlis testing was accomplished by canparing experimental response 

patterns with patterns predicted by the five hypotheses. 'lhe experi

mental patterns were based on the response rates of implicit and 

explicit speech for difficult (tongue twister) and f:S.sy (non..tongue 

twister) phrases, under two limiting speaking conditions ("spook fast" 

and II spook perfectly"). 'Ille predicted patterns were based on the 

fallowing considerations. 

Twister Phrases ( T) Versus No~Twister 

Phrases ( NT) 

Two possible consequences of varying the difficulty of spoken 

material might be expected: (a) difficulty of the spoken material 

does not affect speech response time, and (b) more difficult material 

is spoken more slcwly. '!he latter expect:Btion is supported by experi

mental findings. Novik ova (1961) has found that lingua 1 a cti vi tyj as 

recorded by EMG, incroo sed with incroosing difficulty of the thought 

16 
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cpera tion, with incressing illiteracy of the participant, and w.i. th 

incressing unpreparedness of the participant. Locke (1970) has noted 

that difficulties in phoneme articul.a tion retBrd speaking rate. 

Fromk:in (1971) has reported that repeated phonemes m9.ke speech 

mare difficult. Therefore, T phrases might be expected to be mare 

difficult than NT phrases. Also, it should be noted that there is a 

folk-history that tongue twisters are difficult to f!/3.y. During motar 

control of speech production, this difficulty might be expressed by 

some articulatory &Witches ar selection (such as ba-bla) being mare 

difficult (and therefare slower) than others (such asba-ha). In 

sumrrsry, the experimentBl predictions in the present paper are based on 

the assumption that T phrases are mare difficult than NT phrases and 

therefore are processed mare slowly. Also, differential predictions 

far the five speech control hypotheses are possible only if this 

assumption holds. 

Implicit Versus !_x:plicit er>eech Responses 

The relationship between implicit speech and specific functions 

of the speech production process are not precisely known. 'lll.ree 

rel.a ti onships are possible. In describing these rela ti onshipsj speech 

motar activity has been divided into two parts: (1) in-process speech 

motar activity (motar activity has begun but no sound is yet possible), 

and (2) end process motar activity (motar activity has increased) 

to the point where sound is produced and/ar motar activity has been 

signalled to begin producing sound). This distinction is not arbitrary 

but is based on experimentBl findings by Sokolov (1972). Sokolov 

reports that by neuro-electrical recording of speech motar activity he 
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has found that: before "thoughts" become expressed as explicit speech, 

they are preceded by a discharge of 11motar speech impulses". Also, 

"motor speech impulse" discharge is "always antecedent to the utterance 

of wards, be it even a natter of fractions of a second" (Sokolov, 1972, 

p, 66). '!he three prq:,osed relationships between implicit Epeech and 

the specific functions of the speech production process are as follows. 

(A) I!!1J2licit and 1e:9?licit ~ee~h as the End Process of Speech 

Motor Activity. If both implicit and explicit Epeech are the end 

process of motar activity during the speech production process, then 

variable speech motar control activity should produce no differential 

responses, and implicit and ex:plici t speech should have identical 

response times. '!his viewpoint is depicted in Figure 1. 

Meaning to be 
Conveyed 

Neural Speech 
Comrrand Activity 

Movements of 
Tongue, Lip s j ---.--,..,,..._ 

Jaw, etc. 

Ex:plici t 
Speech 

Implicit 
Speech 

In-process 
Speech Motor 
Activity 

End Process 
I Motor Activity 
I 

Signal and/ar 
Activity 
'lhreshold 

li'i,gure l. Flow Chart RepresEJnting Implicit and Ex:plici t Speech 
as an End Process of the Speech Production Process 
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This view derives suppart frcm experimental wark in the area of 

implicit and explicit speech rate production. 'Ihe wark by Landauer 

(1962) .11 Weber and Bach (1969), a.nd Weber and Castlerran (1970) has 

shown that the processing times far implicit and explicit speech 

responses are identical. This view also derives some suppart from 

wark in the are'3 of subvocal speech, much of which has demonstrated a 

strong correlation between 11 implici t speech'' and 11articula tory aspects 

of language-related behavi or"--in particular, explicit speech. (Far a 

review of the subvocal speech literature, see Locke, 1970.) However, 

Locke (1970) cautions: 

A fundament91 question which must be asked of 
subvocal speech concerns the degree to which it 
resembles overt articulation. 'Ihe theoretical 
farmulations in this paper assume some relation
ship. But previous attempts to correlate electro.. 
myographic tracings from overt and covert 
articulation have not been totally successful, 
and lacking this or similar evidence, rese'3rchers 
have t9ci tly assumed such a relationship, by 
implication fr om existing data (p. 12). 

In summary, the 11 implici t and explicit speech as an end process" 

view would le'3d to the prediction that, given the same rraterial and 

the same speaking conditions, implicit and explicit speech woold 

always have the same response rates. Therefore, if this view is valid, 

no differential predictions can be m9.de among the five hypotheses based 

on implicit and explicit speech responses. 

(B) In-_eroces .. s Speech Motor Activity as Irrplici t Speech. If 

implicit speech is speech motor activity, then (assuming that explicit 

speech i s the end pr oc ess of speech motor activity) imp licit speech 

responses will always occur befare the explioi t speech responses. 

'Ihis viewpoint is depicted in Figure 2. 
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'Ibis view derives much of its support from the same experimental 

literature that was used to support the "implicit and explicit speech 

as an end process11 view. Subvocal speech studies all seem to indicate 

a relationship between articulatory activity and "implicit speech11 

(Locke, 1970). In addition, Landauer (1962) al though finding no 

statistical difference between implicit and explicit speech, did note 

that II thinking" (implicit speech) responses take slightly less time at 

first than e:xplici t speech responses. Finally, Sokolov (1972) has 

noted a dependent yet temporally discrete relationship between articu

latory motor activity, implicit speech activity, and explicit speech 

activity. His experiments show that before "thrughts11 become expressed 

as explicit speech they are preceded by a discharge of "motor speech 

impulses", and that both "the motor speech impulses" and the 11 thoughts11 

(implicit speech) are 11always antecedent to the utterance of words, be 

it even a matter of fractions of a second" ( Sokolov, 1972j p. 66). 

I 
Meaning to be Movement of Tongue., Explici 

Conveyed ....,._ ____ -')! Lips, Jaw., etc. Speech 
+-_..;;.-------~~...-.....;;._~~~~~~ 

Neura 1 Sp each 
Canrrsnd Activity 

In-process Speech Motor End Process Motor 
A;ctivi ty (Implicit I Activity (Sound 
Speech) I Production) 

Signal a rJ.d/ or 
Activity '.lhreshold 

Figure 2. Flow Chart Representing Implicit Speech as In-Process 
Speech Motor Activity 



In summary, the "in-process speech motor a.ctivi ty as implicit 

speech" view leads to the prediction that implicit speech responses 

will always be slightly faster than explicit speech responses. 
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(C) Neural Eeeech Canmand Activity as I5>lici t ~eech. If 

implicit speech is neural speech corn.mand activity, then implicit speech 

responses should occur before any form of speech motor activity and 

consequently before explicit speech responses. 'Ihis view is depicted 

in Figure 3. 

Meaning to be 
Conveyed 

Neura 1 Sp each C cmma nd 
Activity (Implicit 
Speech) 

..... -
Movements of Tongue, 
Lips, Jaw, etc. 

In-Process Speech Motor 
Activity 

' I 
l 
I 

l 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Signal and/or 

Ex:plici t 
Speech 

End Process 
Motor Activity 
(Sound 
Production) 

Activity 'Ihreshold 

Figure 3. Flow Chart Representing Implicit Speech as Neural 
Speech C orrma nd Activity 

This view derives theoretical support from Vygotsky (translated 

by Hanfmgnn and Vakar, 1962). Vygotsky believes that thought does not 

have an automatic ccunterpart in words and that there must be a transi-

tion from thought to word, a transition that 11 leads through meaning" 

(Hanfm.!:!.nn & Vakar, 1962, p. 150). 'Ihis view derives experimental 

supp art fran wark by Dodge (rep.ar'ted in McGuigan, 1966, p. 60). Dodge 
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has noted that anesthetizing the tongue and lips does not disturb 

implicit speech although explicit speech is markedly disillrbed. Dodge 

feels that this implies that implicit speech is independent of (at 

least some) peripheral speech activity. 

In sumrmry, the "neural speech canrrand acti Vi ty as implicit 

speech" view leads to the prediction that implicit speech responses 

will always be faster than explicit speech responses, and that the 

difference is a function of the difficulty of the motar processing-

the mare difficult the processing the greater the response time 

difference. 

Fast Speech Versus Perfect S:gee,,2h 

The "Fast" and "Perfect" speech sets help allow far differential 

prediction among the five speech control hypotheses. The Fast set 

should favor the speech production systems designed to handle rapid 

speech production while causing some need for compensation in systems 

designed to handle accurate speech production. The reverse shruld be 

true far the Perfect set. The Perfect set should favar the speech 

production systems designed to handle accurate speech production)) and 

cause some need far compensation in systems designed to handle rapid 

speech production. 

Intrusion Scaring 

A checklist was devised to ascertain the frequency of intrusions. 

'Ihe checklist contains seven intrusion categories which represent 

objective evidence of (a) speech error correcting, (b) response 

changing, and (c) any other miscellaneous fcrms of intrusion. Each 
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time a subject repeats a phrase, a 11 111 is placed beside that category 

if at least one of that type intrusion was present. If the intrusion 

was not present, a 11 011 is placed beside the ca tegary. Each subj ect 1 s 

responses were tape recorded so that accurate scoring could be achieved. 

'lhe categories are not mutually exclusive; any one of them can occur in 

any combination with any of the other six. 'lhe symbolic representation 

and verbal description of each of the categories is as follows (Note: 

each phrase contains four single-syllable words, e.g., "Bud Buggs 

bleeds blood"): 

~: This means that more than four words were spoken; for 

example, "Bud Bluggs Buggs bleeds blood". 

t(ause): 'Ibis means that the repetition was interrupted 

momentarily by a short pause between words; for example, 

"Bud Buggs ••• bleeds blood". 

!!_(lock): 'Ibis means that speech was blocked for at least a 

second between wards; for example, "Bud Buggs •.•••••••• 

bleeds blood". 

~(lur): 'Ibis means that the sound of a word was strung out 

ar prolonged; far example, "Bud Buggs bleeeeeds blood". 

I(ntrusi.on): This means that some extraneous sound was -
produced; far example, "Bud Buggs (laughs) bleeds 

bloodn. 

f_(ause),1£(etween): This means that a pause was inserted 

between repetitions; far example, "Bud Buggs bleeds 

blood ••••••••• Bud Buggs bleeds blood". 

,!:!(iscellaneous): 'Ibis means that a miscellaneous disruption, 

deviation, ar intrusion not covered by any other 
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category was present. 

Predictions when the Dependent Variable 

is ~ eech Response Time 
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Any of the three models of the possible effects of variable speech 

motor activ:i.. ty on the temporal relationship between implicit and 

explicit speech presented earlier can be factarially related to any of 

the five speech control hypotheses. However, a given implicit speech 

model may ar may not be consistent with all of the speech motor control 

hypotheses. On what basis can a judgment as to the relationship 

between a given implicit speech model and a given speech control hypo

thesis be made? The present author feels that the most sound judgment 

can be made by matching the prevailing control tendency of a given 

hypothesis with the characteristic functional disposition of implicit 

and explicit speech. Far example, if the prevailing control tendency 

of a given hypothesis matches the characteristic functional disposi ti.on 

of implicit speech (but not explicit speech), then it is likely that 

the primary function of that control unit is to control implicit 

speech, only secondarily would it control explicit speech ( see 

Figure 2, page 20). Conversely, if the tendency of a given hypothesis 

natches the disposition of explicit speech (but not implicit speech), 

then it is likely that the control uni t 1s primary function is to con

trol explicit speech (see Figure 3, page 21). If the tendency matches 

both the implicit and explicit disposi tionsll they are probably con

trolled alike (see Figure 1, page 18). The prevailing control 
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tendencies of the hypotheses were listed in 'Ilable I, page 15 (e.g., the 

tendency of the cpen locp is to control rapid speech). 

The characteristic functional dispositions of implicit and explic

it speech can be described as follows. Implicit speech is not used 

far communication (Vygotsky, 1962; Locke, 1970; Sokolov, 1972). There

fore, implicit speech need not be detailed, precise, ar even totally 

fluent and accurate. It is not uncommon to hear a person exclaim that 

his thoughts are jumbled, a.nd in rrany a mental hospital reside persons 

described as having disordered thoughts. Quickness is usually the 

characteristic den-anded of implicit speech, e.g., a nan being quick of 

mind. On the other hand, since explicit speech is used far communica

tion quickness is not usually desirable. Accuracy is usually the 

characteristic den-anded of explicit speech, e.g., cruld you speak mare 

slowly a.nd clearly? In summary, the characteristic functioml dispo

si tion of implicit speech appears to be speed, and the characteristic 

functional disposition of explicit speech appears to be a.ccuracy. 

Grammatica:-Lexical H;vpothesis 

The Gram.ma tical-Lexical hypothesis assumes t.ha t speech motor con

trol is designed to promote both rapid and accurate speech production. 

Thi s tendency ms tch es the characteristic func ti ona l di sp osi ti on of both 

implicit and explicit speech. This rra tch coincides with the "implicit 

and explicit speech as an end process" model (see Figure 1). There

fore, no difference is expected between implicit and explicit speech 

response times. 

The najar control problem concerning this hypothesis is the com

plexi ty of the rela tionS'lip between phonemic specifications and 
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articula tary motor movements. A Fast speech set shoold put pressure 

on the system to ignore complexities in order to have mare rapid 

speech. A Perfect speech set should put pressure on the system to 

carefully control the ccmplexi ties. T phrase processing should be 

mare conq:,lex than NT processing. All of this means that the Fast set 

shruld produce faster speech than the Perfect set; T phrases shoold be 

spoken mare slowly than NT phrases; the T/NT response time difference 

shoold be less under the Fast set than under the Perfect set. 

A partial summary of these predictions is as follows. 

Far both Fast and Perfect conditions: 

l. T phrases shruld have significantly slower speech 

response times than NT phrases. 

2. '!here should be no significant difference between 

implicit and explicit speech response times. 

91?en Loq> H;rpothesis 

'!he open loop hypothesis assumes that speech motor control is 

designed to promote rapid speech production. 'Ibis tendency matches 

the characteristic functional disposition of irnplici t speech. 'Ibis 

match co:i.ncides with the "irnplici t speech as in...process speech motor 

activity'' model ( see Figure 2). 'Iherefare, it is predicted that 

explicit speech response time will be slightly slower than implicit 

speech response time. 

The major control problem conterning this hypothesis is prepro.. 

gramming. '!he greater the pr epr ogramming the faster the sp each. 

However, greater preprogramming also means less tight motor control and 

consequently a greater likelihood of disfluent ar inaccurate speech. 
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Because of these consequences of variable preprogramming, the following 

rela tiondlips should hold. A Fast speech set should put pressure on 

the system to preprogram as much as possible. A Perfect speech set 

should put pressure on the system to preprogram as little as is prac

tical. T phrases should have less preprogramming than NT phrases. All 

of this means the following. 'lhe Fast set should produce faster speech 

than the Perfect set. Since the ~en lo~ is designed far rapid speech 

control, the Fast set should predaninate over the T phrase difficulty; 

therefore, under the Fast set T and NT phrases should be spcken at the 

same rate. Under the Perfect set, T phrases should be spcken mare 

slowly than NT phrases. 

A partial summary of these predictions is as follows. 

Fast condition: 

1. '!here should be no significant difference in speech 

response time between T and NT phrases. 

2. Explicit phrases should have a slightly slower speech 

response time than implicit phrases. 

Perfect condition: 

l. T phrases should have significantly slower speech 

response times than NT phrases. 

2. Ex:plici t speech should be slightly slower than i~licit 

speech. 

Closed Locp H]Pothesis 

The closed lo~ hypothesis assumes that speech motor control is 

designed to promote accurate- speech production. 'Ibis tendency ma tchea 

the characteristic functiom.l disposition of explicit speech. This 



match coincides with the "implicit speech as neural speech command 

activity'' model (see Figure 3). Therefore it is predicted that 

explicit speech response time will be slower than implicit speech 

response time. 
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The najar control problem concerning this hypothesis is the 

critical difference criterion between target input and speech output-

the less tight the criterion, the mare rapid the speech processing but 

the less accurate the speech. Because of these consequences of variable 

criterion control, the following relationships should hold. A Fa st 

speech set shruld put pressure on the system to make a change in the 

critical difference criterion, namely, to make it less tight. A Perfect 

set should put pressure on the system to change the criterion so that 

it is tighter. T phrases should have a tighter criterion than NT 

phrases. All of this means the following. '!he Fast set should pro.. 

duce faster speech than the Perfect set. T phrases should be spoken 

mare slowly than NT phrases. '!he T/NT response time difference should 

be less under the Fast set than under the Perfect set. 

A partial summary of the predictions is as follows. 

Far both Fa st and Perfect condi ti onsg 

1. There should be no significant difference between T 

implicit and NT implicit speech response times. 

2. T explicit phrases shruld have significantly slower 

speech response times than T irrt>lici t and NT implicit and 

explicit phrases. 

3. NT explicit phrases should have slightly slower speech 

response times than T implicit and NT implicit phrases. 
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9Pen Lo({>-Closed Lo({>..,Hypothesis 

The cpen locp-closed locp hypothesis assumes that speech motor 

control is designed to promote both rapid and accurate speech using 

two control locps to achieve this result. Since there are two control 

locps and two main functions of speech to control (rapidity and 

accuracy), the most efficient and parsimonious use of the two locps 

would seem to be if one locp controlled one speech function, and the 

second locp controlled the other speech function. Assuming this rea

soning is valid, then the cp en locp would control rapid speech and the 

closed locp would control accurate speech. 

This means that the characteristic functional dispositions of both 

implicit and explicit speech are matched. Since MacNeilage (1970) has 

speculated that the cpen locp cperates prior to the closed locp, 

implicit speech should function prior to explicit speech. This rela

tionship coincides with the "implicit speech as in-process speech motor 

activi tyn model ( see Figure 2). Therefore, it is predicted that 

explicit speech response time will be slower than implicit speech 

response time. 

There are two major control problems concerning this hypothesisz 

(1) far the cpen locp the problem is preprogra.mming; (2) far the 

closed locp the problem is the critical difference criterion. 'lhe 

consequences of variable preprogramming control and of variable cri

terion control should be exactly the same as described earlier far 

ea.ch indi vi.dual locp, therefore tll.e following relationships should 

hold. A Fast set should put pressure on the system to both preprogram 

as much as possible and also to make the critical difference criterion 
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mare flexible. A Perfect set should put pressure on the system to 

both program as little as possible and also to ma.ke the criterion less 

flexible. T phra. ses should have both less preprograrruning and also a 

less flexible criterion than NT phrases. All of this implies that the 

Fast set should produce faster speech than the Perfect set. Under the 

Fast set, since implicit speech is under cpen locp control, T and NT 

phrases should be spoken at the same rate implicitly (see cpen locp 

pr edi c ti ons) • 0th er than the far emen ti oned exception, T phra ses should 

be spoken mare slowly than NT phrases; and the T/NT response time 

difference should be less under the Fast set than under the Perfect 

set. 

A partial suITII!Bry of the predictions is as follows. 

Fa st condition: 

1. '!here should be no significant difference between T 

implicit and NT implicit speech response times. 

2. T explicit phrases should have significantly slCMer 

speech response times than T implicit and NT implicit 

and explicit phrases. 

3. NT explicit phrases should have significantly slower 

speech response times than T implicit and NT inplici t 

phrases. 

Perfect condition: 

1. T ex:plici t phrases should have significantly slower 

speech response times than T implicit, NT implici tj and 

NT explicit phrases. 

2. T iill)lici t phrases should have significantly slower 

speech response times than NT implicit phra ses. 



3. NT explicit phrases should have slightly slower speech 

response times than NT implicit phra sea. 

Closed Loq:>~Cl osed Locp Hn, othesi. s 
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The closed locp-closed locp hypothesis assumes that speech motor 

control is designed to promote accurate speech production using two 

control locps to achieve this result. Since there are two control 

locps and only one min speech functlon to control (accuracy), the most 

efficient and parsimonious use of the two locps wculd seem to be if 

each controlled a different aspect of motor functloning (e.g., one locp 

controlled gross motor functioning and the other locp controlled fine 

motor functioning). Assuming this re9.soning is valid and assuming 

further that gross motor functioning is more rapid than fine motor 

functioning, then one closed locp would control relatively rapid speech 

functioning and the other closed locp would control very accurate 

speech functioning. This means that the characteristic functional 

di sp osi ti ons of both implicit and explicit speech are matched at lea st 

to some extent. Since Ml.cNeilage (1970) has noted that gross motor 

functioning is generally prior to fine motor functioning, then implicit 

speech should function prior to explicit speech. 'lhis relationship 

coincides with the 11implici t speech as in-process speech motcr aetivi ty" 

model ( see Figure 2). 'lherefore, it is predicted that explicit speech 

response time will be slower than implicit speech response time. 

'!he major control problem concerning this hypothesis is the 

cri ti.cal difference criteria for the two locps. Within ea.ch locp 

control unit., the consequence of variable criterion control should be 

exactly the same as described earlier for the single closed locp. 
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Therefore, the following relationships should hold. A Fast set shoo.ld 

put pressure on the system to rrake the critical difference criterion 

mare flexible far both loq,s. A Perfect set should put pressure on the 

system to make both criteria less flexible. T phrases should have less 

flexible criteria than NT phrases. All of this implies that the Fast 

set should produce faster speech than the Perfect set. T phrases 

shoo.ld be spoken mare slowly than NT phrases. The T/NT response time 

difference should be less under the Fast set than under the Perfect 

set. Since implicit i:peech is processed before explicit speech, the 

response time difference between implicit and explicit speech is 

expected to increase as a function of increasing difficulty of pro.. 

ceased rra teria 1. 

A partial SUI!lm9.ry of the prediction is as follows. 

Far both Fast and Perfect conditions~ 

1. T explicit phrases shoo.ld have significantly slower 

speech response times than T implicit, NT implicit, and 

NT explicit phrases. 

2. T irrplici t phrases should have significantly slower 

speech response times than NT implicit and NT explicit 

phrases. 

3. NT explicit phrases should have slightly slower speech 

response times than NT irrplici t phrases. 



CHAPTER III 

ME'IHODS 

Subjects 

Thirty Oklahoma State University lower division undergraduate 

volunteer subjects were used, 15 in each of two between-subjects 

conditions: (a) Fast, and (b) Perfect. Subjects received extra 

course credit for their participa ti.on. 

Stimuli 

The stimuli consisted of three twister ( T) phrases and three non.

twister (NT) phrases. The T phrases were as followsg (1) Sue ships 

slip sheets, (2) Phil Phipps flips pi ts, (3) Bud Buggs bleeds blood. 

'lbe corresponding NT control phrases were as followsi (1) John gets 

four cards, (2) Bob Finn hi ts nails, (3) Lynn Hall reads books. 

Appara 'bls 

Far a given trial each of the phrases was to be repeated exactly 

20 ti.mes int>lici tly or 20 times explicitly. Mani taring of the repeti

tions was achieved by having the subjects depress a m:i.croswi tch every 

time they spok.e the la.st ward of the phrase. 'Ihe m:i.croswi tch was 

connected to a Hunter Klockounter so that the ccunter advanced one unit 

every time the switch was depressed. 

The response time far the 20 repetitions was obtained as follows. 

33 
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'Iha experimenter wruld signal the subject to start the repetitions; at 

the same time the experimenter actiw ted a Standard Electric clock. 

'lhe subject depressed the microsw.i tch every time he spoke the last 

word of the phrase; when the Klockcrunter reached 20, the experimenter 

pressed a sw:i. tch which stepped the timer, and signaled the subject to 

step the repetitions. 

A record of the speech errors was obtained by tape recording each 

session for later analysis. 

Procedure 

Each subject was randomly assigned to either the "Fast" or the 

"Perfectn condition. In addition, ea ch subject performed the phrases 

according to a list which was randomized for both T/NT phrases and 

implicit/explicit speech. 'lhe subject was told that he wculd be 

speaking the phrases both aloud and silently, that each phrase shruld 

be continually repeated until he was told to step, that he should 

depress the microsw:i. tch every time he spoke the last word of the 

phrase, and that he should begin repeating the phrase as soon as the 

. experimenter said noo11 • 

'lhe subjects in the 11Fast11 condition were instructed as follows: 

Don't think about errors--your job is to f!fly the 
four words of the phrase as fa st as possible no 
rra tter how rrany errors yru rrake. Make an honest 
attempt to fflY the words, but if something other 
than what you wanted to say comes out it doesn't 
rratter as long as you don't mumble or just make 
noise. Thus, the only restrictions are that words 
or word approximations are spoken (correct or not) 
and that the original word order of the phrase is 
attempted ( whether the attempt is successful or 
not). Absolutely do not stq:> or hesitate. Say 
something, keep going. Absolutely do not correct 
or repeat misfflid words or phrases. Do not slow 



down far better accuracy. Do not pace yourself 
far better accuracy. Do not put a.ny contingency 
on yourself that wruld make you mare accurate at 
the expense of slowing you down. 
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'Ihe subjects in the "Perfect" condition were instructed as follows; 

I want you to say the phrase as accurately as 
possible--no err ors. However, I do not want you 
to go so slowly th.at you have exaggerated 
accuracy. The best method is to imagine a rate 
that you think will just get by without errars 
and then go just a little slower than tha to If 
you make an errar, don't warry about it except 
to slow down your speaking rate so that it does 
nothap'peri"again. I will step you if you make 
too many errars and you'll have to start againo 
Absolutely do not correct an error if you :rrake 
one; do not hesitate at any time; do not stop 
at any time unless I tell you to. 

'Ihe subject then practiced the procedure w:i. th a practice T 

phra se--"Fred Flute picks fruit". If he did not follow the procedure 

correctly he was told what he was doing wrong and how to proceed 

correctly. 'Ihe subject practiced until he was able to follow the 

procedure correctly far five repetitions. The subjects was then shown 

a card conta.ining the six test phrases and was asked to read each one 

out la.id. 'Ihe card was then taken away and the subject was asked if 

he had any questions. 

'Ihen the experimenter started the tape recorder. Next, the 

subject was told which phrase he was to repeat and whether he was to 

repeat it aloud (explicitly) ar silently (irrrplici tly). If the subject 

had difficulty remembering the phrasej he was shown the ca.rd again. 

When the subject wa.s ready, the experimenter said 11 0011 and started the 

timer. When the counter reached 20, the experimenter stepped the 

timer and told the subject to step. 'Ihe experimenter then recorded 

the response time, reset the timer and the counter and proceeded w:i. th 
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the next trial. 'Ihis continued until all six phrases were repeated 

20 times both a.loud and silently. 'lhe tape recorder was then turned 

off and the subject was debriefed. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

E>ach subject's mean response time score for the three phrases 

( 20 repetitions per phra se) far ea ch of the conditions ( T i:rrp 11 cit, T 

explicit., NT inplici t, NT explicit) was obt.9.ined. 'lhen the mean 

response times per subject far 20 repetitions of a phrase far all 

conditions was calculated. 'Illese means are presented in 'Il:lble II. 

Figure 4 presents this same infarm9. tion graphically. 

~eaking Set 

Fast 
Fast 
Fast 
Fast 
Perfect 
Perfect 
Perfect 
Perfect 

TABLE II 

MEAN RESPONSE TIMES PER SUBJFXJ T PER 20 
REPETITIONS OF A PHRASE 

(IN SFXJONDS) 

Response Time/ 
Difficulty Factor Speaking Mode 20 Repetitions 

Twister Ex:plici t 38.43 
Twister !~licit 28.03 
Non- twi ster Ex:plici t 23.73 
Non-twister !~licit 21.29 
Twister Ex:plici t 52.39 
Twister !~licit 43.28 
Non-twister Ex:plici t 33.00 
Non-twister Implicit 29.22 
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A spli t..plot 2x2x2 analysis of variance wa.. s performed with 69Ch 

subject• s megn speech response time per 20 repetitions as the dependent 

variable. 'lhe results of the analysis showed the following. Response 

times a.re gregter in the Perfect condition than in the Fast conditiong 

!, (1,28) • 31.66, E. (.01. Response times a.re gregter far the T phrases 

than far the NT phrases: !, (1,28) • 236.61, E. <.Ol. Response times 

a.re greg ter far explicit speech than far implicit speech: !, (1, 28) • 

38. 81, £ <. 01. The Fa st-Perfect x T-NT intera.cti on is significant: 

!, (1,28) • 11.34, E. (.01. The Fa.st-Perfect x implicit-explicit 

inte't'action is. not significant: !, (1,28) • .oo, £. ).10. The T-NT x 

implicit-explicit interaction is significant: !, (1,28) ... 29.63, 

E. < .01. The Fast-Perfect x T-NT x irrplici t..explici t inte't'action is 

not significant: !, (1,28) • 1.17, E. ).10. 

Post hoc Neu:rran-1Ceuls tests were performed to compare signifi

cance among means. 'lhe results a.re shown in 'Thble III. 

Intrusions are now considered. It should be noted that intrusions 

could only be counted in the explicit condi ti.on. 'Thble IV lists the 

m69n numbe't' of intrusi ons/20 repetitions based on the means of the 

three phrases for all 15 subjects/condition. 

'lhe reliability of the intrusion scaring wa. s checked by having a 

second rater independently scare intrusions on a sample of four sub

jects. For training, this second rater was shown the intrusion 

definitions as gives on page 23., a.long with several examples of each 

type of intrusion. Reliability was computed as percent agreement pet' 

category per repetition per phrase. The results were then combined 

into an overall pe't'cent agreement per category for all subjects in 

all conditions. 'lhis combined data is presented in 'Thble V. 



TABLE III 

NEWMAN-KElJLS MFAN COMPARISONS (MFANS BASED ON 
RESPONSE TIMES PER 20 REPETITIONS OF A 

PHRASE /JN SIDONDSJ) 

40 

Mee. n Comparison 
Critical Value 

c<· .as -<' •• 01 Difference Between Means 

PTE/FTE 
PNTE/FNTE 
PTI/FTI 
PNTI/.FNTI 
PTE/PNTE 
FTE/FNTE 
PTI/PNTI 
FTI/FNTI 
PTE/PTI 
PNTE/PNTI 
FTE/F'.IT 
FNTE/FN'.IT 

F • Fast 
P • Perfect 
T • Twister 
NT • Non-twister 
E • Explicit 
I • Implicit 
* £ (.05 
** £ (.01 

6.49 
6.49 
6.49 
6,.49 
3.12 
3.12 
3.12 
3.12 
3.46 
3.46 
3.46 
3.46 

8.74 
8.74 
8,.74 
8.74 
4.20 

·4.20 
4.20 
4.20 
4.66 
4.66 
4.66 
4.66 

13.96** 
9.26** 

15.25** 
7.92* 

19.39** 
14.70** 
14.07** 
6.74** 
9.10** 
3.78* 

10.40** 
2.44 



Category 

>4 
p 
B 
s 
I 
P/B 
M 

)4 

95.84 

TABLE IV 

MF.AN NUMBER OF INTRUSIONS PER 20 REPETITIONS OF 
A PHRASE (MAXIMUM 20 INTRUSIONS PER 
CATEGORY) FOR THE FOUR COMBINATIONS 

OF EXPLICIT CONDITIONS 

Perfect Perfect Fast Fast 
Twister Non- tw:i. ster Twister Non-twister 

2.20 .22 2.18 
5.27 .40 4.78 

• 80 .oo .40 
3.16 .07 2.36 

.62 .09 1. 78 
.2.24 .69 2.51 

.oo .oo .04 

TABLE V 

PERCENT INTER-OBSERVER AGREEMENT PER CATEGORY 
FOR FA.CH REPETITION OF FA.CH PHRASE 

AVERAGED (MEAN) OVER A SAMPLE OF 

p 

FOUR SUBJECTS ON AIL EXPLICIT 
CONDITIONS 

Categories 

B s I P/B 

.67 
• 87 
.oo 
.56 
.16 

1.16 
.16 

M 

91.88 99.17 90.00 98.75 94.59 100 

41 
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Because the number of intrusicns was surprisingly large, intru-

sions were analysed in an attempt to discover the relationship between 

intrusions and the various experimental condi ti.ons. Therefore, the 

raw intrusion data was collapsed from seven ca tegaries into two 

mutually exclusive categaries--intrusion and no intrusions. Next the 

number of repeti tions/20 repetitions containing no intrusions versus 

number of repeti tions/20 repetitions containing at loo. st one intrusion 

were calculated as moo.ns. These data are presented in '.!able VI. 

TABLE VI 

MF.AN NUMBER OF IN'IRUSION AND NO IN'.m.USION 
SCORES PER 20 REPETITIONS BASED ON 'lliE 

FOOR COMBINATIONS OF EXPLICIT 
CONDITIONS 

Perfect 
P erf ec t Twister Non-twister Fa st Twister 

Category Moo.n Moo.n Moo.n 

Intrusions 10.40 1.64 15.31 

No Intrusions 9.60 18.36 4.69 

Fast 
Non- twi ster 

Moo.n 

3.91 

16.09 

Intrusions were analysed by a split-plot 2x2 analysis of variance. 

The results showed the following. There were fewer intrusions in the 

Perfect condition than in the Fast conditiom ! (l,28) ... 21.87, 

E.. (.01. There were fewer intrusion in the NT condition than in the T 



condition: !, (1,28) • 327 .38, E. (.01. The Fast-Perfect x T-NT 

interaction was significant: ! (l,28) • 5.64, E. (.05. 
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Post hoc Neunan..Keuls tests were performed to compare significance 

among means. 'lhe results are shown in '.lable VII. 

'llBLE VII 

MEAN COMPARISONS FOR IN'IRUSION SCORES BASED ON 
POST HOO NmMAN-Kl!lJLS TESTS 

Mean Comparison 

FT/FNT 
PT/PNT 
FT/PT 
FNT/PNT 

F • Fast 
P • Perfect 
T • Twister 
NT-• Non..twistar 
* £ (.05 
** £ <.Ol 

Critical Value 
o<. • .us o<. • .01 

1.61 
1.61 
1.94 
1.94 

2.17 
2.17 
2.61 
2.61 

Difference Between Means 

ll.40ff 
8. 76ff. 
4.99** 
2.27* 

Because of the· unexpected high number of intrusion errors and 

because of the possible rel.a tionS1ip between intrusions and speech 

response time, it was decided to retime the tapes on a sa~le of 

intrusion-free speech. '!his was done as follows. Five subjects each 

from the Perfect and the Fast conditions ware fcund to have at least 

five consecutive repetitions which ware free from intrusions far all 
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three phrases in both the T and the NT conditions. Response times for 

these phrases were obtained by timing the explicit condition. To 

obtain conparable ti.mes for the implicit condition, the original 

implicit response ti.mes (far 20 repetitions) were divided by four. 

'lhe results are presented in 'Ia ble VIII. 

Speaking Set 

Fast 
Fast 
Fast 
Fast 
Perfect 
Perfect 
Perfect 
Perfect 

TA.BLE VIII 

MFAN RESPONSE TIMES PER SUBJ:JroT PER FIVE 
Rl!PETITIONS OF A PimASE (IN SECONDS) 

Response Time/ 
Difficulty Factcr Spesking Mode Five Repetitions 

Twister Ex.plici t 7.84 
Tw.i.ster Implicit 6.90 
Non-bdster Ex.plici t 5.85 
Non-M.ster Implicit 5.40 
Twister Ex.plici t 11.09 
Tw.i.ster Implicit 10.75 
Non-Mster Ex.plici t 8.14 
Non-bdster Implicit 1.21 

.A. 'spli~plot 2x2x2 analysis of variance -was perfcrmed with esch 

subject• s mesn speech response time per five repetitions as the 

dependent variable. The results of the analysis showed the following. 

Response times are gres ter in the Perfect condition than in the Fast 

condition: ! (1, 8) • 4. 83, E. <.10. Response times are gres ter fer 

the T phrases than far the NT phrases: ! (1, 8) • 82.60, E. (.01. 
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Response times for explicit speech and implicit speech are not signi

ficantly different: ! (1,8) • 2.06, E. ).05. 'lhe Fast-Perfect x T-NT 

interaction is significant: ! (1,8) • 7.28, E. (.05. 'lhe Fast-Perfect 

x implicit-explicit interaction is not significant: ! (1,8) = .01, 

E. ). 05. 'Ihe T-NT x impli ci t-expli cit interaction is not significant: 

! (1,8) • .003, £ ).05. The Fast-Perfect x T-NT x implicit-explicit 

interaction is not significant: ! (1,8) = 2.21, £ ).05. These results 

are presented graphically in Figure 5. 

Post hoc Neuman-Keuls tests were performed to compare signifi

cance among means. 'Ihe results are shown in Table IX. 
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Figure 5. Response Time (Seconds/Five Phrase Repetitions) as a 
Function of Speaking Set, Level of Difficulty, and 
Speaking Mode 



Mean Comparison 

PTE/FTE 
PNTE/FNTE 
PTI/FTI 
PN'!r/FNTI 
PTE,/PNTE 
FTE/FNTE 
PTI/PN'l! 
FTI/FN'l'I 
PTE/PTI 
P NTE/P N'l'I 
FTE/FTI 
FNTE/FNTI 

F • Fast 
P • Perfect 
T • Tw:tster 

TABLE IX 

NEWMAN-IEXJLS MF.AN COMPARISONS OF RT FOR 
IN'IRUSION-FREE DA TA (MF.ANS BASED ON 
RE~ONSE TIMES PER FIVE REPETITIONS 
. OF A PHRASE [IN SJOC:OND.§7') 

Cri ti.cal Value 
o( •. 05 Difference Between Moons 

4.13 
4.13 
4.13 
4.13 
1.02 
1.02 
1.02 
1.02 
1.54 
l.54 
1.54 
l.54 

3.24 
2.29 
3.85 
l.87 
2.95* 
1.99* 
3.48* 
1.50* 

.34 

.87 

.94 

.45 

NT • Non-twister 
E • E:xplici t 
I • Implicit 
* £ (.05 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The Speech Production Hypotheses 

The response time data are supportive of the closed locp-closed 

locp hypothesis; the results fit the predictions quite well. However, 

it shruld be remembered that the response time predictions were nade 

under the assumption that intrusions should not occur. The intrusion 

data indicate that a high percentage of intrusions did occur, and it 

is possible that these intrusions, rather than closed locp-closed loq:, 

mechanisms, were responsible for the patterning of the response times. 

In an attempt to discern the role that these intrusions played \n 

the patterning of the response times, samples of intrusion-free speech 

were timed and analyzed. 'lhe results of this procedure were presented 

in Tables VIII and IX. As can be seen, the resultant response time 

comparisons differ dra.natically from those of the original data. The 

intrusion-free c on:pari sons indicate that the twister phrases were 

spok·en mare slowly than the non-twister phrases, and that explicit 

speech had nesrly the same rate of response as implicit t:peech for all 

experimental condi ti.ans. 'lhese results supp art the Grammatical-Lexical 

hypothesis. 

Because of the difference between the intrusion-free results and 

the original results, the question arises as to how much confidence 

can be placed in the intrusion-free data. The converging information 

48 
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that can be brought to bea.r on this issue a.11 tends to support the 

validity of the intrusion..free results. First, consider the response 

time informgtion. (A) All previouswark comparing implicit and expli

cit speech response times has found the times to be equal (Landauer, 

1962; Weber & Bach, 1969; Weber & Ca stlemgn, 1970). In addition, 

Landauer (1962) noted that implicit speech sets take slightly less 

time at first than explicit speech sets. Every one of the colll>arisons 

presented in Thbles VIII and IX conforms to both of these previous 

findings. (B) Since the consistency of the intrusion-free explicit/ 

implicit coorparisons transcends the Fast/Perfect between-subjects 

grrups, this indicates that the results are probably not due to an 

unusual sa!ll>le of subjects. 

Second, consider that intrusion-free explicit speech could only be 

consistently equal in response time to the implicit speech if the 

implicit speech is also intrusion-free. What infarrration is there 

that the implicit speech ccunterparts of the intrusion-filled explicit 

speech do not, in themselves, contain many errors? Consider the 

following. (A) The experimenter I s experience in observing the button 

pushing by subjects during the repetition of phrases was that button 

pushing during i!ll>lici t speech was always smooth and rhythmic while 

button pushing during dysfluent episodes of explicit speech was not 

smooth ar rhythmic. (B) The experimental protocols of the subjects• 

comments abrut the experiment indicate that even though the subjects 

were questioned about the nature of their implicit speech, not one 

indicated any occurance that resembled an instance of an intrusion. 

To e:xplain the discrepancy between the original findings and the 

intrusion-free findings, consider the following. Mysak (1966) has 
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specula tad on the existence of multilocp control of speech production. 

In part, his prcposed system works as follows: "the individual con

tinually scrutinizes speech content output, compares it with his 

thoughts, and rrakes apprcpria te adjustments when necessary" (p. 18). 

He has further speculated that this nmltilocp control has at least 

two levels of activity, a higher II thinking level" devoted to thought 

and speech content moni taring, and a lower more automatic "doing level'' 

devoted to articulatory motor process control. 

In rev.i.ewing the tapes of the subjects' perforro9.nces, it was 

noticed that~ intrusions occurred m'9.inly in the form of correcting 

misspoken words, and that intrusions such as laughs and gasps occurred 

only during dysfluent episodes. Both of these intrusion behaviors 

appear to be a tterr;>ts to m'9.ke "appropriate adjustments" because 

"thought" and 11 speech output" did not m'9.tch. 

'Iherefore, it appears that the original response time data might 

represent the combination of Grammatical-Lexical motor control pro... 

cess response time, and a closed locp moni taring process response 

time. This closed locp moni taring process cruld be concerned with 

neural speech comm'9.nd activity. Since this closed locp wruld only 

m'9.ke adjustments of explicit speech, only explicit speech wruld show 

an incre!:lse in response time when closed locp response time was com

bined with the motor control response time. Furthermore, explicit 

1:peech for T phrases (which are mare likely to get out of synchroniza

tion than NT phra sea) would be the most vulnerable to adjustments and 

therefore an incr e!:l se in response time. 'Iheref are, the c ombina ti on of 

closed locp moni taring response time and motor control response time 

wruld be grootest for explicit T phrases. This is what the original 
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results show. 

Other Considerations 

Intrusions 

Intrusions were fa.ind to increase both with rapid speech and with 

difficult speech. '.lb.ese effects interact in that the Fast twister 

phrases had mare intrusions than any other conditiono Twisters seem 

to be mare effective than rapid f:Peech in producing intrusions as 

evidenced by the fact that the Perfect twister phrases produced mare 

intrusions than the Fast non-twister phrases. This appears to be an 

example of a general finding that type of material spoken has a strong

er effect on f:Peaking than does instructional arders on how to speak. 

Subject corrections of mistakes were not eliminated by the instruction

al admon:i. tion to subjects not to correct. In addition, there were many 

intrusions under the Perfect instructional set. Both of these findings 

give some evidence that the influence of this mon:i. taring loq:, is 

fairly strong and possibly unavoidable. Also, the types of intrusions 

found--far example P/b I s, ~' s, and!:_ 1 s--indica te that the mon:i. taring 

loq:, might be able to intercede upon the ongoing speech process at any 

p Oint in the explicit performance of that pr ocesso 

~ eaking Sets 

'Ihe speaking sets (Fast/Perfect) did influence subjects' speech; 

subjects spoke mare rapidly under the Fast set than under the Perfect 

set. Also, subjects spoke mare accurately under the Perfect set than 

under the Fast set. The Perfect set, however, did not produce 
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intrusion-free speech. 'Ihis again argues that the type of spcken 

material has a stronger influence on speech than instructional orders. 

Difficulty Factors 

Twisters were spoken mare slowly than non-tristers under all 

conditions. This indicates that some articula tary switches are mare 

difficult than others. 

The intrusion-free data indicates that implicit and explicit 

speech are spoken at approximately the same rate. 

Suggestions far Future Rese9.rch 

'Ihe following are suggestions far future reses.rch. '!he effects 

of an audi tary nask on the nature and frequency of intrusions could be 

studied. The present experiment would be replicated. with an additional 

condition in which subjects listen to white noise over he9.dphones 

during their performance (repetition of the test phrases). 'Ille results 

should give some indication of the relationship between intrusions into 

speech and self-moni taring of speech. 

'lhe effects of practice and pretraining on the nature and fre.. 

quency of intrusions could be studied. An attempt could be nade to 

eliminate intrusions by massive amounts of pretraining. In essence, 

what would be examined wruld be the fe9.sibili ty and possibility of 

making a twister phrases in to a non-twister phrase. A possible 

extension of this idea wculd be to introduce anom.atous twisters (e.g., 

Blug blug glub bug) into the phrase pool and try the nassive pretrain-
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ing w:i. th them also. The results should give some indica ti.on of the 

relationship between intrusions into speech and the difficulty of the 

spoken material. Also, the ;-esults should give some indication 

as to whether the speech system can completely adapt to difficult and 

anomolous material, thus eliminating the difference in response times 

fcund in the present experiment. 

A longi tudi.nal ar comparative s1lldy could be performed to test 

the hypothesis that children have different speech motor control than 

do adults. One speculation is that children have open loop control 

due to their need far flexibility and learning while adults have 

Gramma ti.cal-Lexical control because of their need far efficiency and 

accuracy. 

Preprogramm:i.ng of speech or the lack thereof cruld be sill.died by 

presenting twister and non-twister phra sea visually and recording the 

response latency from the time of onset of the visual present.a ti.on to 

the utterance of the first srund. The assumption tested woo.ld be that 

the greater the need far preprogramrning, the greater the response 

latency. Difficulty of the phrase and length of the phrases cruld be 

varied as independent variables. , Also instructional sets, e.g., 11 speak 

fa stn or "speak perfectly", could be used. 

Fim. lly, it seems that tongue twister difficulty is an important 

parameter far future research in the area of speech production and 

control. Mare information is needed as to the nature and causation 

of tongue twisters. 
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Summary 

In summary, intrusi on..free data of the present experiment supports 

the Qrarnrog ti cal-Lexical hypothesis of speech control at the articula

tory level. It supports the "implicit and explicit speech as end 

product" conception of their relationship. It also supports the 

assumption that T phrases are harder to control than NT phrases. 

Finally, both the intrusion score data and the original response time 

data give evidence for a closed locp monitor that controls the 

synchronization of explicit speech and the neural speech co:mrrand 

activity, and appears to have a powerful intrusive effect on speech 

production. 
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